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Both political parties skim our payroll
accounts and support illegal aliens,
perversion, mask fascism, gun grabs,
Black extortion — all just to stop
Trump. But taking America back
is not a president’s job. It’s ours.
We The People have a plan.
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America’s only action plan. Done talking. DOING ™
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When will this nightmare end? When YOU join
the only real action plan in America, and we
launch chapters in all 3141 counties!
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We finish ratifying the original First Right in our
Bill of Rights, so we can split Congress into small
districts so that big cities don’t run elections.
Then we take Congress out of D.C. forever with
our Bring Congress Home Act: they work by
telepresence from a lease office in their own
towns with a staff of two, 50% of their current
salary, only two terms, and no benefits.
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Tactical Civics™ is restoring the Grand Jury and
Militia in the counties to finally enforce the
Constitution. Our 19 reform laws will end the
Deep State hijacking and eventually restore all
that we have lost to DC organized crime.
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Tactical Civics™ chapters are in hundreds of
counties; why not yours? Spread a real plan
and good news! Go to TacticalCivics.com
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